
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
FINAL DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS 

2022-2023 
 

The following individuals were sanctioned by the Judiciary Committee during 2022 and 2023 for 
violations of the AMT Standards of Practice or other acts or omissions that were unlawful, 
unethical, or contrary to the interests of the AMT organization. 
 
 
A. Indefinite revocation of certification and membership privileges 
 

NAME LOCATION OFFENSE 

Haynes, Luterria Shumek Ocoee, FL Prescription fraud – medical 
assistant fraudulently obtained 
prescriptions for controlled 
medications for herself using the 
DEA number of one of the licensed 
providers at her clinic. 

Parker, Shanesee Renee Columbus, OH Negligence and falsification of 
medical records – medical assistant 
failed to perform required periodic 
checks on inmate patients who were 
on safety (suicide) watch, then 
falsified records to indicate that 
checks were timely performed. 

 
 
B.  Cease and Desist Directives Issued for Falsification of AMT Credentials  
 
The following individuals were issued cease-and-desist letters and were disqualified indefinitely 
from future certification or recertification with AMT due to their falsification of AMT 
certification credentials: 
 

NAME LOCATION OFFENSE 

Byrd, Ciera Lawrenceville, GA Alteration of expired RMA 
membership card 

Hernandez, Melanie M. Buena Vista, CO Alteration of expired RMA 
membership card 



Rivas, Nirvana Lafayette, IN Alteration of expired RMA 
membership card; fabrication of 
correspondence from AMT staff 

Frazier, Shavon Chicago, IL Individual never certified by AMT 
falsified an RMA certificate by 
altering image of a legitimate RMA 
certificate 

Garcia (Quintana), Vanessa Westminster, CO Alteration of expired RMA 
certificate and membership card 

Fisher, Amy L. Herculaneum, MO Alteration of expired AMT 
credential 

Brown, Natasha Philadelphia, PA Individual never certified by AMT 
(but was scheduled to take RMA 
exam) presented falsified RMA 
certificate to employer; certificate 
had been altered from image of 
legitimate RMA certificate 
downloaded from internet site 

Brown, LaDonna Montgomery, AL Former RMA/RPT, decertified in 
2013, altered her original RMA 
certificate to state that its expiration 
date was 11/8/2028 and presented 
falsified certificate to medical 
staffing agency 

Waller, Keyonna McCalla, AL Recently decertified MLS(AMT) 
fabricated correspondence from 
AMT staff and altered her expired 
MLS membership card to extend its 
expiration date. 

Ortega-Aguilar, Kelly V. Miami, FL Former RMA, decertified in 2019, 
altered her membership card to state 
that its expiration date was 
08/01/2024 and presented falsified 
card to employer 



Johnson, Alysen Kerrville, TX Individual never certified by AMT 
presented falsified MLS(AMT) 
certificate and falsified Credly 
digital badge to prospective 
employer.  

Milhon, Bailey Liberal, KS Applicant for RMA certification was 
disqualified indefinitely from 
certification by AMT for submitting 
a fabricated educational transcript 
purporting to have been issued by a 
community college that she never 
attended 

 
 


